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Is QE in the eye of the beholder?
By Taylor Schleich

With the initial financial market shock of COVID nearly twelve months behind, its safe to say Canadian and U.S. monetary policy is now all
about QE. As policy rates are anchored at effective lower bounds, it’s QE that will be subject to marginal tweaking first (i.e. before any rate
hikes are in order). And please forgive us if you’ve heard us say this before, but relatively speaking, the Bank of Canada’s QE program is
punching well above its weight vis-à-vis the Fed. As a share of population, GDP, national deficits, issuance or outstanding debt, the C$4 billion
weekly pace at the BoC is more aggressive than the US$80 billion in monthly U.S. treasury purchases at the Fed (Chart 1).
However, if you dig into the BoC’s January Monetary Policy Report, you’d see the central bank take a somewhat different stance. In their view,
the degree of stimulus they’ve provided is in line with, or perhaps slightly less than, that of the Fed. To make this argument, the Bank shows its
own, the Fed’s and other central banks’ bond purchases since March 2020 as a share of GDP (Chart 2). Respectfully, such an approach
overlooks a couple important factors. Firstly, the BoC, in addition to its QE program, buys 13% of all (nominal) GoC bonds auctioned. They had
been doing this for decades before COVID-19 so its not necessarily pertinent to the discussion of stimulus. However, it is important when looking
at the ownership share of the GoC market. And here we see that the Bank currently holds just under 40% of all GoC bonds and is on a pace
to hit 50% by year-end (assuming a C$4bln/week pace against our baseline issuance expectations). The Fed, meanwhile? They own just 28%
of the massive US$16 trillion Treasury market (bonds, notes, TIPS, FRNs). Moreover, the pace of increase here is much slower (Chart 3). It’s true
that this is due to larger pre-COVID deficits and debt levels stateside. Had the U.S. been on a more restrictive fiscal path over the prior decade,
the Fed too might be buying up a majority of the market at its current pace. Ultimately though, the size of the underlying bond market you’re
drawing from is an important consideration when it comes to QE—the amount of bonds out there is finite after all. We’ve heard BoC Governor
Tiff Macklem cite research suggesting a 50% ownership share could start to become problematic for a domestic bond market. While the Fed
runs little risk of crossing this threshold anytime soon, the BoC’s current glide path would have us there in relatively short order (Chart 4).
In terms of stimulus, it is true that in a vacuum the BoC/Fed response has been similar in the COVID-19 era (i.e. since the beginning of March).
But the key distinction here is timing. Nearly two-thirds of the Fed’s bond purchases occurred in March and April, while just 12% of the BoC’s
purchases took place during this time (Chart 5). Indeed, while the total stock of bonds removed is an indicator of the total stimulus/liquidity
provided, what’s arguably more influential now is the ongoing flow. As the BoC notes in its MPR, “The flow of purchases puts ongoing downward
pressure on yields, which reduces borrowing costs for households and businesses.” It’s here where the BoC’s QE program looks so outsized.
Another important consideration, as the BoC would tell you, is the maturity of QE purchases: “The maturity of purchases matters because
when they are tilted toward longer-maturity securities, more term risk is removed from markets”. While our above analysis focuses on the
absolute amount of bonds being purchased, we find that even the per-dollar-level of stimulus (i.e. the weighted average term of QE) is greater
at the BoC after their October ‘calibration’. This comes despite the fact that the average term of a given Treasury note/bond is a few months
longer than that of a GoC (Chart 6). That is to say, the BoC is removing relatively more duration from a relatively shorter duration pool of bonds.
Ultimately, we continue to expect a near-term paring of the BoC’s QE pace to C$3 billion per week. A weak first quarter characterized by job
losses amidst a second round of government-imposed lockdowns might mean this won’t come to fruition at the March meeting (even if we’re
already operating at too fast a pace). However, by April, assuming our recovery narrative remains firmly in place (including an economy that
has sufficiently reopened), the BoC will have the data it needs to confidently step down QE without too much backlash or confusion from
onlookers. And as we saw in October, an overall QE reduction needn’t mean that the amount of stimulus needs to fall by a commensurate
amount. Indeed, we could see bond buying shifted further out the curve, increasing the weighted average term of purchases. With issuance
growing by the most out in the long end, we see more room for buying here going forward.

Chart 1: The ‘flow’ of QE is much stronger at the BoC vs. Fed…
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Chart 2: … even though total QE might be comparable
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Chart 3: Fed ownership share roughly steady; GoC climbing

Chart 4: Even slowing purchases keeps ownership rising
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Chart 5: Most of Fed QE came last spring; not the case at BoC

Chart 6: Greater per dollar stimulus at BoC after calibration
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